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Box 1: General
This box contains material relating generally to the field of cranial osteopathy: photographs, books, articles, and other printed material. Material relating specifically to William Sutherland is in Box 2.

Photographs
Cranial course participants, KCOS, [1956]. [1993.1569.59]

Osteopathic Cranial Association First Annual Banquet (Second Annual Meeting), Boston, 1948 Jul. [1983.834.01]

Printed Material
Sutherland Cranial Teaching Foundation promotional material, 1955, 1956, n.d. [1993.1569.85 b-d]

Assorted articles:


AAO 1975 Yearbook, with Sutherland Memorial Lectures for 1973 (H. Lippincott) and 1974 (A. Wales). [2010.90.01]

As the Twig is Bent. Sutherland Cranial Teaching Foundation, 1959. [1981.639.03], [1995.05.07]


Compression of the Condylar Parts of the Occiput. Sutherland, 1945. [1982.644.04], [1987.1205.07]


The Cranial Bowl. Extracts from Lectures. Sutherland, 1944. 1 copy has drawing on back cover. [1987.1198.02], [1983.770.07]


Journal of the Osteopathic Cranial Association, 1953. [1995.05.11]


Obtaining Knowledge Versus Information. Sutherland, 1950. [1982.644.03],[1992.1473.05]


Philosophy of Osteopathy and Its Application by the Cranial Concept. Sutherland, 1948. [1981.639.04]

With Thinking Fingers. A. Sutherland, 1962. [1995.06.04], [1991.1317.01]

The Work of Our Hands. Sutherland Cranial Teaching Foundation, 1962. [1995.05.08], [1982.644.05]

Other
Typed list of attendees at post-graduate cranial instruction, Pacific Grove, CA, 1949 Mar.
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Box 2: Sutherland (WGS)

This box contains material relating specifically to William Sutherland: personal belongings, photographs, books owned by him or his wife Adah Sutherland, etc. Books by Sutherland, except for his personal copies, are in Box 1.

Bookplates designed by Adah Strand Sutherland, with explanation of symbolism in design. [1983.855.06]

Guest book, 1944-1951. [1995.06.05]

Obituary and memorial service program, 1954 Sep. [no #, 1993.1569.115]

Photographs

WGS alone. [1995.06.10], [1981.582.02], [1994.158.01], [1996.06.09], no #

WGS with Adah Sutherland. [1995.06.08], [1979.310.27], [1993.1569.94], [no #]

WGS with groups. [1995.06.11], [1993.1569.96], [no #]

Research apparatus (home-made). [1995.06.07]

Other. [1979.263.13]

Printed material


The Cranial Bowl. Sutherland, 1939. WGS copy, with bookplate in front. [1995.06.01]

The Cranial Bowl: Extracts from Lectures Relative to the Cranial Concept. Sutherland, 1944. (28 pp.) Signed by WGS. [1983.970.09]

Osteopathy in the Cranial Field. Magoun, 1951. WGS's bookplate in front. [1995.06.02]

Osteopathy in the Cranial Field. Magoun, 1966 (2nd ed.). Adah Sutherland's copy, signed by author. [1995.06.03]

Other Artifacts Relating to William Sutherland

(Check location list and card catalog for locations.)

Teaching and research aids

Skulls (2 child). [1995.06.16], [1996.06.18]

Skulls (5 fetal/infant). [1995.06.17], [1995.06.20], [1995.06.21], [1995.06.22], [1995.06.23]
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Skull (flattened). [1995.06.15]
Skull (disarticulated: 5 pieces). [1995.06.24]
Skull (disarticulated, mounted). [1995.06.25]
Cranial bone (mounted on 3-legged stand). [1995.06.19]
Research apparatus (2 home-made). [198.482.01], [1995.06.12]

Honors and awards

Sphenoid bone (gilded, mounted) presented to WGS by Osteopathic Cranial Association, 1950. [1995.06.26]

Andrew Taylor Still Medallion of Honor (Academy of Applied Osteopathy) plaque presented to WGS, 1949. [1995.06.27]

Honorary President, Osteopathic Cranial Association, plaque presented to WGS, n.d. [1995.06.28]

Other

Scholarship agreement with American School of Osteopathy, signed by WGS and Arthur Hildreth, 1898 Sep 1, framed with 2 attached photos: WGS and another student, and a skeleton. [1995.06.13]

Diploma from the American School of Osteopathy, awarded to WGS, 1900 Jun 28, framed. [1995.06.29]

Motto from WGS office: "Miracles not performed. Cures not guaranteed. Professional skill, to the best of our ability, the only guarantee." n.d., framed. [1995.06.14]

Portrait (charcoal) by Frank Harmon Myers, 1950, framed. [1983.835.01]

Title page (typescript) of Manual of Cranial Osteopathy and second sheet, both with handwritten comments by WGS, 1948 May 27. Typewritten on white paper; comments in blue pencil; 21.6 cm x 28 cm. Folded; edges and binder holes torn; title page glued to backing; both have residue on back (from earlier gluing). [2001.02.01]

Letter to H. Magoun, Sr., D.O. from WGS, 1948 Aug 17. Typewritten on white paper with signature in blue-black ink; 21.6 cm x 28 cm. Folded; stained; glue stains and residue on back; one corner folded over. [2001.02.02]

Telegram to H. Magoun, Sr., D.O. from WGS, 1951 Nov 27, re publication of Osteopathy in the Cranial Field (Magoun, 1951). Ink and pencil on paper; 20.4 x 14.5 cm. Yellowed; folded; edges slightly tattered; glue stains and residue on back. [2001.02.03]

Letter to H. Magoun, Sr., D.O. from R. and H. Lippincott, 1951 Dec 27. Typewritten on white paper with signature in blue-black ink; 20.5 cm x 27.5 cm; in gold-colored frame (overall size 24.2 cm x 32.2 cm). Folded; stained; glued to backing; residue on back (from earlier gluing). [2001.02.04]

Typescript of French translation of Osteopathy in the Cranial Field, 1973. Typewritten on thin white paper with title in red ink; handwritten corrections in black ink; some revisions taped in; 21 cm x 29.9
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cm; ca. 482 pp., glue-bound in two parts. Edges of pages folded over; front page folded; back page crumpled. [2001.02.04]

**Related Material in the Museum**

Photograph, American School of Osteopathy Class of June 1900. [PH 420]

Article about Red Wing, MN, where WGS practiced briefly. (New Ulm, MN) *Sunday Review-Journal*, 1962 Apr 29. [NC 56]

Article on cranio-sacral therapy. *Spinal Network* magazine. [B 2668]

Article about Osteopathic Health Centre in Gizbarne, New Zealand. [NC 630]

Harold I. Magoun, Sr., DO, Collection [20001.02]

Temporal Bone Award [1995.06.16]